Hindu Diwali

Right now, as the Eclipse approaches, also the celebration for Diwali is at hand. The Hindu religion is based on the lore that the Gods have left behind and on the wisdom of the Veda, a book of the Gods and the wise rishis.

Spiritual Satanism as the primordial source of birth that brought out from itself all the Great cultures, has to say happy Diwali towards those of our own from India but also the people as a whole. Every Pagan celebration can be taken as a beautiful manifestation of glory towards the Gods.

Hindus also worship Shiva or the "Adi-Yogi" which is nobody else but Father Satan Himself, in their own level of understanding. They also have the honor of being a culture that has been besieged and bled over by the enemy, but they did not fall entirely, yet they suffered a lot of damage in the process.

Yet, here they are, alive and ongoing. Living to remind everyone else that we are all well alive and will move into the future and the Satya Yuga.

Certainly, there are many things all these other cultures must grow into and recover from in the sense of rediscovery of origins, yet we have to be honest and commend our own for how many things they have saved and kept afloat over the centuries, and this includes many Pagan Cultures. We must look at them like our beloved cousins for they worship the Gods in their own respective levels. The enemy is aware of this too.

In regards to Diwali, "The Festival of Lights", we are reminded about the importance of giving and acting like the sun into a world where the darkness of hopelessness and ignorance is being constantly brought in by the enemy. Vishnu and Shiva are contemplated upon, with the symbolism being related around the victory of the Truth over impurity and lies.

We were going to do a schedule of our own, but I considered it important to make the above mention. This schedule that glorifies our Gods will be small and in preparation of another Ritual that comes soon, for which we will prepare the ground now.

HAIL SATAN!!!

HAIL THE GODS!!!